2009 suzuki sx4 engine

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Car was running fine. I immediately pulled off the road as soon
as I found a place to pull off otherwise could have stalled causing a major crash of vehicles. I
called aaa to have it towed. The repair shop in my neighborhood said I needed a new engine.
Car has 72, miles on it. The 7 year warranty ran out July 24, This happened less than 6 months
after warranty and 9 months after last car payment. It hasn't reached , yet for the drive train.
Pretty sad. The contact owns a Suzuki SX4. The contact stated that the drive belt slipped
causing a squeaking noise. The vehicle was not diagnosed or repaired. The manufacturer was
not made aware of the failure. The failure mileage was 30, The steering would become difficult
and pull to the right. The contact stated that while driving at various speeds he noticed that the
check engine light was illuminated. The contact used a personal scan tool which read that the
catalytic converter failed and needed to be replaced. The vehicle was taken to the dealer. The
dealer cleared the check engine light and never diagnosed the failure. Approximately 72 hours
later, the check engine warning light was illuminated again. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was contacted and offered no assistance. The failure mileage was approximately
21, The current mileage was approximately 23, Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking
for? Search for something else:. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty
can provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no
repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Suzuki SX4 problems
occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Suzuki SX4 repairs by problem area. Suzuki
SX4 engine repair cost distribution. See most expensive repairs Worried about potential repair
costs? Chart based on repair trips. The repair cost chart excludes repairs made under warranty,
do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include maintenance. Car ran fine previously. Ran
rough after flash, stalled, lack of power, engine revving without increase in speed. In shop for 3
days, couldn't duplicate. In for 14 days, replaced TCM. The air flow Heat temperature sensor
needs to be replaced. It was 62 degrees the day we brought it in. The temperature sensor to the
engine was registering degrees. The part is on back order. We are still waiting for it to come in.
Dealer needs to speak with Suzuki and get back to us. We now have a case number with Suzuki.
Maybe lack of oil pressure in startup made wear above normal. Danish importer changed
cylinder head and all moving parts attached to it. Problem returned after a few hundred km.
Danish import says its normal, and will not do anything. All oil lost without light display. Driving
on highway, the car just died. Covered under emissions warranty. Would not pass NYS
emissions inspection. Mechanic read code P that indicated the mass air flow sensor was
malfunctioning. Attempted to clean the sensor but still not functioning correctly. New MAF
sensor ordered but delayed. Indicator light still comes on occasionally. Took to local muffler
shop new flange welded in. Dealer replaced fuel injecttor seals. It was discovered that one of the
spark plugs was not torqued on correctly, and wrong plugs were used by repair shop. Plugs
replaced by dealer on this trip. Fuel smell gone! Replaced knock sensor. Engine long block
replaced. This problem occured several times, and decided to replace the cat. The actual
exhaust pips were still in good shape. The check engine light would come on repeatedly.
Computer has been reflashed once. Have also been getting a bad cat code about once a month.
Decided to secure the connection with a coat hanger. Replaced with universal hangers. Vehicle
traded before opportunity to diagnose. Required a new "short block" bottom-half of the engine.
Oil filter saved the cylinder head from contamination and damage. Called AAA, got towed home;
driver said fuel line was broken. Towed to auto repair shop where line was repaired. I bypassed
the heater with a section of hose in order to drive it to the dealer. Without the bypass, it could
not have been driven. No found reason, another shop used c-foam in gas and oil to burn carbon
build up, with no results. No repair work was done - shop said engine had deep internal damage
and was not worth repairing. Am planning on salvaging car. Hangers broke. Master cylinder
misfiring. Made long whirring noise when attempting to start. Fuel pump failed. Mechanic found
coolant leaks to the passenger side soaking the carpet, must remove the dashboard to replace
the heater core. Replaced fuel cap. A repair was made at that time. The previous repair was
beginning to fail and causing exhaust to leak under the car. A permanent fix was completed in
November. First time, I reset the computer it was shortly after some exhaust work. Problem has
not returned. Problem was diagnosed as the water pump. P code again. No Suzuki dealers
around the area anymore, had no choice but to have it repaired locally. Dealer uncertain what is
causing the fault. Parts availability low due to Suzuki's recent USA pull out. No Authorized
Suzuki dealers in the area any longer. The car is on its second engine with the first being
replaced under warranty. Looks like the new engine is burning oil less than 20, miles and may
need to be replaced again. Dealership waiting to receive updated software from Suzuki, so need

to bring vehicle back later. Oil came out. Engine locked up and burnt. I had to cut flanges and
install a section of pipe to fix. Also a minor repair to the exhaust, needing a new clamp. I also
had new front rotors installed. Remote service facility flashed computer, found nothing of note
in vehicle. Light did not come back on. Seems ok now. The dealer was able to pull the error
code and said that it was a bad O2 and Catalytic convertor. They replaced both items which so
far has fixed the problem. The check engine light came on. Dealer said that the 02 sensor and
catalytic converter are bad. They are replacing both under warranty. Took the car to the dealer
where they fixed by wiping oil from around the O2 sensor. It sounds like oil from the oil change
dripped on the O2 sensor underneath. O2 sensor was malfunctioning. Part ordered, scheduled
installation 11 Nov Defective O2 sensor found just prior to vehicle going over 36, miles; covered
by warranty. No warranty claim made. Engine Mount Kit replaced. Leaking oil. Valve Cover
Gasket was replaced. A support for a pipe had rusted through, it was replaced. This is the
second time one came on. Catalytic converter replaced with parts ordered by dealer. Replaced
under warranty. Evidently one of the O2 sensors is near where the oil is changed. Dealer
ordered and replaced 2 O2 sensors said protocol was to replace two, not just the one. Dealer
performed reprogram on ECM for extended crank time. No problems since. Replace number 1
ignition coil. No replacement pipes availble -- needed to weld a pipe in place. Had some sort of
'flush' or injection fuel service done. Repair is difficult due to space. Parts included new pump,
t-stat, antifreeze, gaskets and o-rings. Trick is removing 4 AC pump bolts and moving it slightly
out of the way instead of exhaust manifold. Reflash seemed to fix problem. Suzuki Australia
refuses warranty. Knocking, rod bearing failure. Internal engine bearing failure, traded car for
something else. Will not buy Suzuki again. Disappears when warm. Just waiting for shortblock
to come in. In the meantime I am driving the car with no problems. The new part had a flaw and
another shortblock had to be ordered. Unfortunatly the new part was on back order out of the
country and my old engine was tore apart But had gotten tired of waiting, and traded for new
SX4. See TrueDelta's information for all Hatchbacks and Sedans. See TrueDelta's information
for all Suzuki models. Suzuki SX4 Engine Problems See our lemon odds and nada odds page to
see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs. Catalytic converter had
become plugged. During a routine oil change the mechanic decided to replace the fuel pump to
alleviate the occasional extended start, the mechanic said the problem could be due to a faulty
backflow valve in the fuel pump assembly, repair took 2 hours. Car called in for a "reflash" of
the CVT computer. Heat sensor that was finally installed after waiting for part that was on
backorder for a month is still not working correctly. Tapping noise from cylinder head - approx
between 2 and 3 cylinder. Still tapping noise from back end of engine. Totally seized. Catalytic
converter needed to be replaced. Faulty O2 sensor causing check engine light to come on.
Malfunction indicator light on dash came on. Replaced Mass Air Flow Sensor. The MAS air flow
sensor problem never went away and the light still occasionally came on when I got rid of the
car. The connecting rod bearings failed and the engine was rebuilt from a short block under
warranty. Exhaust leak at flange by muffler. After dealer rebuilt engine went for 1st oil change,
they found missing nut that holds top of engine gone three are there 1 missing nut and rear seal
leaking. After replacing the injector seals the fuel smell continued. Rod bearing failure on the 1
and 2 cylinder; crankshaft was not able to be turned down and all bearing surfaces throughout
engine were scored from the bearing failure. Engine replaced a fourth time because they did not
torque down cam bearings, cam failure due to improper installation. The catalytic converter
gave warnings about readings being lower than expected. Gaskets needed to be replaced in the
exhaust system. Both O2 sensors replaced. Numerous exhaust system brackets rusted away
from the exhaust pipes. Almost all exhaust hangers have rusted. Cross member mount attached
to motor and drive train very rusty could fail at any time causing damage to drivetrain. Exhaust
pipe had a crack, garage welded a piece of metal over the crack. Connecting rod bearing failed
for no known reason. Driving home Christmas night, the gas icon came on, and completely
stopped within one mile of that light. Heater core blew at 82, miles. Having replaced the forward
02 sensor, still had engine light. Was getting check engine light for catalytic converter
efficiency, luckily turned out to be downstream O2 sensor out of range. Engine was making
ticking sound at startup, which changed to knocking sound as engine warmed up. Car wouldn't
start. Catalytic converter needed replacing after error code started popping up about 10 months
ago. In i failed weld cause the exhaust pipe to disconnect from the muffler. Twice in two weeks
the car threw code PO Car was running hot observed via dashboard gauge , car was low on
coolant. Joint between the rear catylitic converter and muffler rusted again. Replaced entire
exhaust system. Replaced the leak detection pump, which triggered the check engine light.
Check engine light still on. Fuel pump wiring had short, so wouldn't give proper fuel level
readings. Exhaust pipe rusted away at flange that meets muffler. Oil pan and head gasket leak.
Check engine light went on approximately forty kms after routine oil change. Check engine light

came on and stayed on. The check engine light came on after the 15, mile service was
performed. CEL came on briefly, then spontaneously turned off. Deteriorating serpentine belt
found by driver hearing odd slapping sound led to local Pep Boys shop finding belt tensioner
issue; part arrived
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7 days later thru Tucson-area dealer; belt and tensioner replaced. Oil leak and tune up engine
oil change, trans oil change. Code P, Front Catalyst replaced. Fuel injection cleaning, cleaning
of air intake manifold, 2 ignition coils replaced due to dry rot of boots. Rattling noise. A warning
light came on for tire pressure. The first was a warning light for emmissions control. Metallic
rattle from inside catalytic converter. During routine oil change at dealer, oil got on one of the
O2 sensors. Was covered by warranty. Engine would not turn over. I discovered a gasket on the
exhaust pipe had disintegrated. Engine light came on. Started to throw engine code for
upstream catalyst inefficiency and, I imagine, since the cat and manifold are 1 unit it would have
hefty price tag. CEL light came on. Rattling sound since 90, k's got significantly worse. Knock in
engine at start up. The car was brought back to the shop went the new short block came in 1st
week in Jan. New short block installed.

